
Preview of October 20, 2017 FAA workshop “Painting Autumn Trees”. 
Presented by Troy Weidenheimer

Hi there painters!

We often hear gifted painters advise students to simply paint “what you see.” The problem with that advice,
when painting trees is trying to make  sense of what exactly what we are seeing.

Trees come in so many shapes, colors and textures. They change color and shading from hour-to-hour as
the sun moves across the sky, and they’re entirely transformed as seasons change from winter through fall.

Here are a few of the challenges we face as artists:

1.    Often we choose woodland scenes to paint that are very beautiful to look at, but can be unex-
pectedly difficult of  to paint, without greatly simplifying many scene elements.

2.    Few of us have seriously studied the structure of our most common local trees, or worked out
reliable techniques for painting individual branches and foliage cllumps, let alone an entire,
three-dimensional tree.

3    We’re often uncertain how light flowing across and through a tree creates shadows that help
show how branches are growing outward from the trunk, and creates the modeling that  makes
trees appear fully rounded.

4.    And few of us have put in the practice hours needed to learn which of our brushes work best
for rendering realistic branches and foliage - and which of our pigmnents can suggest truly
natural-looking bark and foliage colors.



This October 20 hands- on painting workshop will offer lots of useful tips on painting realistic trees in gener-
al, with a focus on capturing of the glorious colors of autumn in our area.  You’’ll find it a great opportunity to
experiment with your with your paints and brushes as we work through several tree painting exercises.

I’m pleased to announce that  FAA has invited me to present a three-part series of workshops In 2018. The
series will cover beginning thru intermediate watercolor painting..  As a preview of those classes, we’ll con-
sider a number of  special techniques for painting trees in watercolor in “Painting Autumn Trees”.

Suggested Materials for the “Painting Autumn Trees” Workshop

We’ll be concerned particularly with how to better choose and use your brushes and pigments in this worik-
shop, although it will also have value for those of you who prefer to work in dry media.

Choice of Medium:

I think you’ll find transparent watercolor the most awkward medium to use when painting brightly
sunlit leaves against a background of darker leaves in shadow.  If you choose transparent water-
color I suggest also bringing along a small bottle or tube of white acrylic, or possibly white gouache
(tempera) to use in solving certain problems.

You’ll probably find oil, acrylic, or opaque (gouache) watercolor easiest to use in painting light val-
ues over  or surrounded by dark colors.

Brushes:
Painting tree trunks and branches in realistic manner requires long, flowing brush strokes that vary
from thick to very thin, while also changing direction. I use bamboo Chinese calligraphy or Sumi
brushes, and/ or “liner “brushes (long,fine fibers).  These brushes come to a very fine point and
hold plenty of paint for the long strokes.

Both flat and round brushes will work for painting clumps of foliage.  Consider the the flat, Asian
Hake brushes.

Paper:
Bring a heavier grade acrylic or watercolor paper ( 90 to 140 pound) to avoid buckling.

You’ll gain more experience in this workshop by doing many small studies of trees, rather than one
or two larger paintings. I suggest cutting your paper into multiple smaller sheets,  measuring about
5 x 8 inches. Bring 6 to 10 of these to class. Tape the sheets down on an ordinary clip board or
piece of foam-core.

I’ll discuss advantages of painting watercolor on paper made for acrylic painting. Its less absorb
ant surface lets you “Lift” or erase colors much more easily than you can from watercolor paper.
Very helpful when painting foliage.



Colors:
You’ll only need a few warm colors plus a sky color and a very dark pigment. Choose your own fa-
vorites. For painting autumn colors I like a limited palette of:

Venetian or Light Red,
Light  or lemon yellow,
Prussian Blue and
 Ivory Black. ( Light yellow and ivory black make a natural-looking dirty green).

See you at the workshop,

Troy

For more info, please email me:  rakun@rakun.com




